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Heritage meets 21st Century Skills
Heritage in South-Holland

- Roman Limes
- Hollandse Waterlinie
- Atlantikwall
- Estates
- Trekvaart
- Goeree Overflakkee
- Water Triangle
The “old” approach

• Collections
• Speakers within libraries
• Trying to interest a broader audience in heritage and archeology
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The new approach

• Adding 21st century skills to programs
• Drawing people with something “fun” as opposed to pure learning
• Find local and national partners to work with
• Never losing sight of the main educational goal
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The activities

- Using an archeologist to educate adults about local findings
- Drawing comics with the romans
- Designing your own inpenetrable fortress using Minecraft
- Building bunkers in Minecraft
- “Voorproefjes” appetisers
- Designing your own water transportation using 3d doodle pens
Break in Box
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